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THE SAY SO
Julia Franks
• Hub City Press|
• FICTION|
• Spring 2023|

Award-winning author Julia Franks’s
story sings with the lyricism of
Jacqueline Woodson’s RED AT THE BONE,
explores the struggle for agency as keenly as
Meg Wolitzer’s THE FEMALE PERSUASION,
and resonates with the loss and connection
felt in Britt Bennett’s THE MOTHERS.

Edie Carrigan didn't plan to get herself pregnant, much less to get stuck in a maternity home in
1950s North Carolina. But the staff keeps assuring her that they know what's best for her, that her
illegitimate pregnancy must be kept secret, that psychiatry now has cures for wayward women, and
that adoption is the only solution. They're also clear: one girl's independence can infect every other
girl in the place. The only reason they’re willing to let her friend Luce Waddell visit is because she’s
an honor student who seems like she'll be a good influence. But Luce isn't the model citizen she
appears to be, nor has she ever put much faith in convention, especially not in the absurdly Gothic
maternity home where her best—and only—friend has been secretly squirreled away. Luce has a
plan for defying the narrow mindsets of the day. But in the end, she’ll make her own mistakes, and
it will be twenty-five years before she can sort them out—twenty-five years before her own
daughter faces some of the same decisions Edie did.

The Say So is a novel about female awakening, the way we negotiate communication and missed
connections, and how we contend with the lasting reverberations of the choices we've made.

Julia Franks is the author of Over the Plain Houses, an NPR Best Book of the Year and winner of
the Thomas Wolfe Memorial Literary Award, the Townsend Award, the Southern Book Prize, the
Georgia Author of the Year award, the Gold IPPY Award for Literary Fiction, the Chicago Review of
Books Best Fiction of the Year, and one of Bustle’s 15 Great Appalachian Novels. She has published
essays in the New York Times and The Bitter Southerner, among other publications. Franks teaches
literature and runs loosecanon.com, a web service that fosters free-choice reading in the classroom.
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MURDER BALLADS OLD
AND NEW: A Dark and Bloody
Record

Steven L. Jones
• Hub City Press|
• MUSIC|
• Spring 2023|

• archival and historical black & white
images
A compelling and compulsive plunge
into our perennial fascination with
True Crime as showcased in our music.
A graveyard stroll past tombs both
well-kept and half-hidden.

Murder Ballads Old & New is an

exploration of an age-old topic — our
human need to document the horrors of
the world around us.
The book excavates facts about killers,
victims, and the folkloric storytellers who
tell their tales in song. The ballads range
from obscure historic tunes to familiar
canonical melodies learned in
schoolrooms and honkytonks, and there
are also songs about traumatic loss in
modern variants like punk, post-punk,
alt-country, and folk.
Jones tackles each tune in a manner that’s equal parts musicological and genealogical as he
uncovers stories that reveal larger contexts and maps the lineages of songs and themes, forebears,
and ancestors.

Murder Ballads Old & New includes a wide range of songs and performers from the relatively

unknown (Boiled in Lead, Freakons, Nelstone’s Hawaiians) to the very famous (Johnny Cash, Lou
Reed, Sonic Youth). Highlights include tales of Muddy Waters guitar sideman Pat Hare, whose
incendiary blues boast “I’m Gonna Murder My Baby” proved grimly prophetic. And honky-tonk
pioneer Eddie Noack, whose morbid stab at late-career rebirth, “Psycho,” couldn’t match the
bottomless tragedy of his own life. As well as Depression-era holdup man Pretty Boy Floyd,
Schubert’s mythical Erlkönig, and the Manson Family.
Steven L. Jones is an artist, writer, musician, and former instructor at Virginia Commonwealth
University and the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. He is a longtime writer for magazines and
online journals, including the Woody Guthrie Foundation magazine “Sing Out.” This is his first book.
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ROADHOUSE BLUES:
MORRISON, THE DOORS, AND
THE DEATH DAYS OF THE
SIXTIES
Bob Batchelor

• Hamilcar Publications|
• BIOGRAPHY|
• November 2022|

From the author of the definitive
biography of Stan Lee, comes an
exciting, eminently entertaining account
of America’s supernova rock band – the
Doors – and the end of a tumultuous era.

Shrouded in mystery, pop culture history,
and the swirling psychedelic sounds of the
Sixties, the Doors have captivated listeners
across seven decades.
Jim Morrison – haunted, beautiful, and
ultimately doomed – transformed from rock
god to American icon. With each successive
generation of rock fans, the Doors became
more popular and transcendent, yet the
band’s full significance is buried underneath
layers of mythology and folklore.
Award-winning cultural historian Bob
Batchelor presents an enthralling, epic tale of one of rock’s most significant periods as the Age of
Aquarius gave way to a new age of mayhem, presidential misdeeds, and murder. Batchelor’s fresh
perspective combines cultural history, musical and lyrical analysis, and a broad stroke of pop culture
mythos, offering a fresh perspective on a vital moment in the contemporary world.
Candid, authoritative, and utterly absorbing, Roadhouse Blues is the biography of the man, the
band, and the era that set the tone for the contemporary world. Beyond the mythology and the
mystique around Morrison’s untimely death, this book takes readers on a rollercoaster ride,
examining the impact the band had on America as the nation veered from decadence to
debauchery.
Bob Batchelor is a noted expert on American culture and history. He was the on-air commentator
for the National Geographic Channel's 10-part series "The '80s Greatest" and 10 episode "The '90s
Greatest" series, His is the author of Stan Lee: The Man Behind Marvel and Mad Men: A Cultural
History, Gatsby: The Cultural History of the Great American Novel, Bob Dylan: A Concise Biography,
and John Updike: A Critical Biography, among others.
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YOU SHOULD SMILE MORE:
HOW TO DISMANTLE GENDER
BIAS IN THE WORKPLACE
The Band of Sisters
• City Point Press|
• BUSINESS|
• October 2022|

“A must read for talent warriors!” —Indra
Nooyi, Former Chairman and CEO, PepsiCo

“Required reading.” — Scott Galloway,
New York Times bestselling author and
entrepreneur

“Reminds us that little things matter in
the fight against gender bias…shows us
how we can step up to make a
meaningful difference.” — Alisyn
Camerota, CNN Newsroom Anchor, author of

Amanda Wakes Up

This completely new, pragmatic, and
realistic “how to” for tackling the lingering
effects of gender bias in the workplace is
a call-to-action against the very advice
women so frequently hear from male
colleagues or bosses. This book spotlights
the all-too-familiar moments and offers
realistic strategies every witness can use
to confront and productively address
them.
The information in You Should Smile More advances women in the corporate workplace as
equals and advances organizations on the path to creating cultures of true inclusion.
The “Band of Sisters,” is a group of six executive-level women who have collectively seen it all, from
the bottom rung to the boardroom. They know firsthand how hard it is to navigate gendered
situations in the moment. Now they share their experience with a forward-looking eye, often with
humor, and in a way that recognizes the realities of the workplace.
Dawn Hudson, Cie Nicholson, Mitzi Short, Katie Lacey, Lori Tauber Marcus, and
Angelique Bellmer Krembs met over the course of a decade and remained in close touch while
working as senior executives in over twenty industries, in influential businesses of varied sizes and
life stages, and in those with diverse employee bases. They have held titles of CEO, CMO, SVP,
Board Member, Board Advisor, Vice Chairperson, Executive Coach, and Investor. The breadth and
depth of their combined experience is unmatched in the field of women’s leadership and building
inclusive and high performing corporate cultures.
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THUG LIFE: THE TRUE STORY OF
HIP-HOP AND ORGANIZED CRIME
Seth Ferranti

• Hamilcar Publications|
• TRUE CRIME|
• October 2022|

“Seth Ferranti is not only a supremely
talented writer, he has also experienced
crime and hip-hop firsthand.
He is part of the culture.”
— “Freeway” Rick Ross

Thugs live and die on the streets or end up in
the “belly of the beast.” Rappers name-drop
guns by model number and call out drug
dealers by name. Gangsta rap is crack-era
nostalgia taken to the extreme. It’s a world
where rappers emulate their favorite hood
stars in videos, celebrate their names in
verse, and make ghetto heroes out of
gangsters. But what happens when hip-hop
and organized crime collide?
From the blocks in Queens where Supreme
and Murder Inc. held court to the
neighborhoods of Los Angeles where Harry-O
and Death Row made their names to Rap-ALot Records and J Prince in Houston,
whenever rap moguls rose the street legends weren’t far behind. From Bad Boy Records and
Anthony “Wolf” Jones in New York to Gucci Mane and the Black Mafia Family in Atlanta to Too Short
and Daryl Reed in the Bay Area, thug life wasn’t glamorous. The shit on the street was real. In the
game there was a common struggle to get out of the gutter. Cats were trying to get their piece of
the American Dream by any means necessary. Drug game = rap game = hip-hop hustler.
In Thug Life, Seth Ferranti takes you on a journey to a world where gangsterism mixes with hiphop, a journey of pimps, stick-up kids, numbers men, drug dealers, thugs, players, gangstas,
hustlers, and of course the rappers who live dual lives in entertainment and crime. The common
denominator? Money, power, and respect.
Seth Ferranti built a writing and journalism career from his cell block in the “belly of the beast.”
His raw portrayals of prison life and crack-era gangsters have appeared in Diva, VICE, and
Penthouse. From prison Ferranti published Prison Stories and Street Legends. His incredible story –
he landed on the U.S. Marshals Service “15 Most Wanted” list and he was sentenced to 25 years in
federal prison for a first-time nonviolent LSD and cannabis offense – became the hit Netflix
documentary White Boy, which he wrote, produced, and appeared in.
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THE EXTRAORDINARY
ADVENTURES OF LITTLE
KRISHNA
Mahendra Singh
• Feral Kids |
• CHILDREN |
• October 2022|

• Full color illustrations every page
Lavishly illustrated with lush and vibrant colors,
this is the first children's book for Englishspeakers about Indian deity, Krishna.

A long time ago in India, a boy was born. He
didn’t look like any ordinary baby as he had dark
blue skin and a birthmark near his shoulder that
looked just like a flower. He was beautiful. His
parents named him Krishna. It wasn’t just his blue
skin that made him unique. He was the naughtiest
boy in the village! Chasing baby cows, stealing
delicious butter,
even a wee on
the floor of a
neighbor’s hut!
The most important thing to know about little Krishna is that he
had a huge secret. The biggest secret in all the universe.
Mahendra Singh is an artist and illustrator. His projects include
illustrating the Melville House edition of The Hunting of the Snark
by Lewis Carroll and contributions to Encyclopaedia of Hell I and II
by Martin Olson.
Sample art/in progress:
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OF STARLIGHT AND
BONE
Book 1 in the Lost Colony

Trilogy

Emily Layne
• Owl Hollow Press|
• FICTION|
• September 2022|
Cinder meets Firefly in this dark

YA science-fiction series.

Aurelia Peri is used to being an
outsider. As if being the adopted
daughter of the galaxy’s most
powerful man weren’t enough,
she must also deal with the
stigma of being part machine.
Which is why she’s dead-set on
proving her worth. But when her
first mission as a D.I.S.C. agent
ends disastrously, and then her
suspect—a man accused of
murdering and cannibalizing his
own family—proclaims innocence
and launches himself off the top
of a building, she fears she’ll
never be trusted with another
case.
Auri has doubts about the man’s guilt and is certain there’s more to the case. She decides to dig
deeper when her superiors suddenly order her to drop it, and her surreptitious investigation reveals
a series of crimes she is convinced are connected. Determined to uncover the truth, Auri discovers
an unfathomable darkness hidden in the depths of the galaxy. A darkness that threatens everything
she holds dear. A darkness connected to her own past. And Auri’s involvement in the case doesn’t
go unnoticed.
Something in the system has caught her scent and will stop at nothing to catch its prey.
Emily Layne’s debut novel,These Wicked Waters, was inspired by her experience on a cruise ship,
which proved to be quite flammable. She’s at work plotting books 2 and 3 of this Lost Colony series.
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RUIN
Leigh Seippel
• City Point Press|
• FICTION|
• September 2022|

A young couple struggling back from
financial catastrophe flee their urban life
and build a new one far from friends and
colleagues, only to have it fall apart again
in ways that could never have predicted.

Frank Campbell, a thirty-something former
founding owner of a high-flying New York
City-based hedge fund, has gone bankrupt,
losing not only all his own money but the
entire inherited fortune of his artist wife,
Francy. The couple take refuge in an
abandoned Hudson Valley farmhouse in the
woods, shared with a resident herd of
congenial goats. Frank is deeply shaken by
the life-changing loss that has so
thoroughly ruined their life together.
Depressed, discouraged, and haunted by
the literature he studied at Yale - especially
the bleakness of T.S. Eliot - Frank trades in
his red Lamborghini for a used Econoline
van and tries to build a new microbrewery
business on a shoestring.
On a whim, in the middle of it all, he takes up fly fishing on the nearby river. When tragedy strikes
during a fishing contest, it further frames Frank as a “loser loner” in life. Only when he turns to fly
fishing in earnest, traveling the world in search of the ever more perfect and elusive trout (and one
memorable carp), does he find his way forward in “the yowling madness” of the world.
In creating Ruin first novelist Leigh Seippel draws upon his experiences in investment banking,
rural life and fly fishing. He is chair of the conservation activities of The Anglers’ Club of New York
and director of two leading land and water conservancy foundations.
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FROM BOOM BAP TO TRAP:
HIPHOP’S GREATEST PRODUCERS
Riley Wallace

• Hamilcar Publications|
• MUSIC|
• September 2022|

A nostalgia bomb written and illustrated by noted hip-hop
journalist Riley Wallace, who built the thriving platform
Above Average Hip Hop and is a writer with XXL magazine,
HipHopDX and Exclaim! This groundbreaking compendium
not only digs deep into the stories and catalogs of icons
like Pete Rock, RZA, Dr. Dre, and DJ Premier, but also
features highly influential beatmakers who have been slept
on —sometimes criminally (Easy Mo Bee, Daz, Paul C, and
Johnny “J,” for example).
Until now hip-hop heads have been forced to navigate a
sea of wiki entries, incomplete bios, and confusing credits.
No more. This book contains superb bios, brilliant lists of critical beats, punchy liner notes, and
stunning artwork that does justice to the artists who have given hip-hop its backbone from the early
’90s to the present day.

From Boom Bap to Trap is a conversation piece and an essential resource that will satisfy the
hunger of both new fans and hard-core hip-hop junkies for years to come.

EXTREME MUSIC: SILENCE TO NOISE AND
EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
Michael Tau
• Feral House|
• MUSIC|
• September 2022|
• 45 black and white photos, 25 color images in a photo insert

This is the culmination of decades of research by music writer
Michael Tau into the sounds (and silences) that comprise the
outer limits and conceptual expressions of music. Tau defines
and categorizes recorded sounds into sections that allow fans
and newcomers to explore the fascinating world of musicians
who defy convention. He delves into extremes that include
volume, speed, vulgarity, packaging, recording methods,
unplayable media, outdated technologies, and digital pioneers.
He contemplates: Are all sounds music? Is silence music?
Michael Tau has written for numerous underground music
publications and authored several music zines and is also a physician. Here he uses his background
in psychiatry to help readers understand what motivates people to create and listen to nonmainstream music. Extreme Music includes over 100 interviews with makers and musicians.
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THE END IS AT HAND
Created by Darrel Perkins
• Hamilcar Publications|
• SOCIAL HISTORY/ART|
• September 2022|
• 60 Black & white linocut illustrations

Apocalypse, maybe?
Like Bryan Walsh’s End Times and Dan
Carlin’s The End Is Always Near, Darrel
Perkins tackles extinction. His
cataclysmic tales are complemented with
finely crafted linocut illustrations that
beautifully evoke impending doom.
••••

“The optimist invents the plane; the
pessimist invents the parachute.”
–George Bernard Shaw

The End is at Hand is a collection of

short essays about how people throughout
history have believed the world could
end. It explores how it has all ended
before; when we mistakenly thought it
would end again; and the many ways it
could end in the future – aliens, nuclear
holocaust, asteroids, Ragnarök, global
warming, plague, chemical warfare, etc.
Darrell Perkins organizes his chapters and
his art chronologically, beginning with
prehistoric extinctions and extending into the distant future when the universe may (or may not)
collapse. His book entertains as much as it informs, striking a balance of wry humor with
scientifically backed research.
Darrel Perkins is a printmaker, illustrator, and educator from Providence, Rhode Island. He earned
an MFA in illustration from Edinburgh College of Art in Scotland. His work has been exhibited and
published throughout the US, Europe, and the Middle East over the past ten years. Perkins is
currently a professor of Visual Communication at American University in Dubai.
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HIT GIRLS: WOMEN OF
PUNK IN THE USA, 1975-1983
Jen B. Larson
• Feral House|
• MUSIC|
• August 2022|
•over 100 rare and never-before seen
images

Think punk was only a boys club? Read
about the women who were
the punk revolution!

Women have been kicking against the
pricks of music patriarchy since Sister
Rosetta Tharpe first played the guitar riffs
that built rock-n-roll. The explosion of
punk sent shockwaves of revolution to
every girl who dreamed of being on
stage. Punk godmothers Suzy Quatro,
The Runaways, Patti Smith, Poison Ivy,
Tina Weymouth, Debbie Harry, The Go
Gos, and Fanny’s Millington sisters
provided the template for thousands of
girls and women to write and record their
songs.

Hit Girls is the story of bands whose

legacy would otherwise be lost. Despite
the modern narrative labeling women as
anomalies in rock music, the truth is:
women played important roles in punk and its related genres in every city, in every scene, all over
the United States. The women and bands profiled by Jen B. share their experiences of sexism and
racism as well as their joy and successes from their days on stage as they changed what it meant to
be in a band. These pioneering women were more than novelty acts or pretty faces--they were fully
contributing members and leaders of mixed-gender and all-female bands long before the call for
“girls to the front.”
The women of Hit Girls are now rightfully exalted to cult status where their collective achievement is
recognized and inspiring to new generations of women rockers. Included are interviews with:
Texacala Jones, Stoney Rivera, Mish Bondaj, Alice Bag, Nikki Corvette, Penelope Houston, and other
formidable and infamous women who made their voices heard over the screaming guitars. Hit Girls
also includes a comprehensive playlist of all the artists.
Jen B. Larson is a writer, musician, and public art schoolteacher in Chicago. She holds a B.A. in
English literature and creative writing as well as an M.Ed. in special education. Her bands, Swimsuit
Addition, beastii, and Jen and the Dots, have performed and recorded extensively over the last
decade.
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TEN THINGS YOUR STUDENT WITH AUTISM
WISHES YOU KNEW
Ellen Notbohm

***Updated and revised
for the first time in 16 years***
• Future Horizons|
• EDUCATION|
• August 2022|
*A Foreword Indies award finalist
* Winner of an iParenting Media Award

Award-winning and bestselling author Ellen Notbohm’s work has informed, delighted, and
guided millions in more than twenty-five languages. Explore her work at
www.ellennotbohm.com

…………………………

Originally published in 2006, Ten Things Your Student with Autism Wishes You Knew has
never been out of print and has sold over 70,000 copies. It has been translated into six languages.
In this exciting new edition, the voice of an autistic child describes for teachers – in the classroom
and in the larger community – how to understand thinking patterns common in autism, how to
shape an environment conducive to their learning style, and how to communicate with autistic
children in functional, meaningful ways. It's the game plan every educator, parent, or family
member worldwide needs to make the most of every "teaching moment” where both child and adult
are teachers and learners.
Also, this updated book includes an imaginative, all-new guide for group discussion, self-reflection
or self-expression, and an afterword from the author’s autistic son.
*TEN THINGS YOUR STUDENT WITH AUTISM WISHES YOU KNEW was named one of “The 20
Essential Books About Special Education ” and called “a revolutionary read … a comprehensive,
sensitive look at what life is like with autism. An integral resource when drawing up viable lesson
plans and properly meeting specific emotional needs.” —Online Colleges
“Notbohm’s clever and compassionate understanding of how we think and learn makes her new
book the best ally your student with autism could wish for.”
—William Stillman, author of Demystifying the Autistic Experience
"Read this book to gain essential insight into the special challenges of your students on the the spectrum."
—National Autism Resources, partner of the Organization for Autism Research
“Brilliantly written, thoroughly researched, backed up by firsthand knowledge and understanding…the
base text everyone who knows someone on the autism spectrum should be reading.”-Kassie Halpin, M.Ed.

Ellen Notbohm is the beloved author of the internationally renowned classic Ten Things Every
Child with Autism Wishes You Knew, and 1001 Great Ideas for Teaching and Raising
Children with Autism. Her articles and columns on subjects as diverse as history, genealogy,
baseball, writing, and community affairs have appeared in major publications and captured
audiences on every continent.
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THE ONES WHO REMEMBER:
SECOND GENERATION VOICES
OF THE HOLOCAUST
Rita Benn, Julie Ellis, Joy Ensor
and Ruth Wade (eds.)
• City Point Press|
• HOLOCAUST|
• April 2022|
“Truth needs light. Truth needs telling.

Truth bears repeating. Read these
accounts. And never forget.”
–Harry Smith, NBC News

“Unique and powerful … a must.”

–Michelle Riba, MD, Professor, Past President,
American Psychiatric Association
“Deeply moving and sharply observed.”
–Deborah Cadbury, Award-winning BBC
producer, historian and author of Chocolate

Wars

“Memoirs and reflections like these

assure that the cruelties survivors
suffered and the courage and resilience
they showed will not be forgotten.”

–Joseph Berger, New York Times and author of

Displaced Persons

“I urge you to read this book.” –Peter Coyote, Actor, director and author

The Ones Who Remember provides a window into the lived experience of families grappling with
the legacy of a genocide. Each author reveals the impact and ways that their parents’ traumas and
survival seeped into their souls – whether they knew the bulk of their parents’ stories or nothing at
all. Despite the diversity of each history and journey of discovery, the intimacy of the collective
narratives reveals a common arc of suffering to resilience across generations.
Our sixteen authors explore how you talk about and make sense of life when you grew up with
parents who survived the most unimaginable horrors of family separation, systematic murder and
heartbreaking encounters with inhumanity. They reveal the difficulties and joys of living with the
aftermath of their parents’ inconceivable experiences.
The editors, Rita Benn, Julie Ellis, Joy Wolfe Ensor and Ruth Wade, are all professional women
– writers, psychologists, business executives – whose lives have been shaped by the shadow of their
survivor parents’ pain.
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KHABAAR: AN IMMIGRANT
JOURNEY OF FOOD, MEMORY,
AND FAMILY
Madhushree Ghosh

• University of Iowa Press|
• FOOD NARRATIVE|
• April 2022|

A culinary narrative by an accomplished
writer, Khabaar introspectively
addresses diversity, the
immigrant experience, and
identity through the lens of food.
DANI SHAPIRO: "Crackles with energy and

passion.”

LUIS ALBERTO URREA: “Very powerful

and entrancing.”

DEESHA PHILYAW: “Global in scope and

deeply intimate, a treasure.”

MIRA JACOB: “Wildly original…a singular

and spectacular read.”

ALEX CHEE: “Effortlessly wise.”
LACY M. JOHNSON: “Seamlessly blends

stories of food and family, longing and grief,
to reveal the power of food to connect us.”
KIRKUS: “Ghosh writes especially well

through her memories, from tender (as a child shopping for goat with her father in a bustling Delhi market)
to terrifying (desperately escaping a hotel room she was accidentally locked in before a job presentation) …A
likable food memoir from a self-aware and culturally astute author.”

Khabaar is a food memoir and personal narrative that braids the global journeys of South Asian

food through immigration, migration, and indenture. Focusing on chefs, home cooks, and food stall
owners, the book questions what it means to belong, and what belonging looks like, in the foods
carried over from the old country. These questions are integral to the author’s own immigrant
journey to America as a daughter of Indian refugees (from what’s now Bangladesh to India during
the 1947 Partition of India); as a woman of color in science; as a woman who left an abusive
marriage; and as a woman who keeps her parents’ memory alive through her Bengali food.
Madhushree Ghosh‘s work has received an honorable mention in Best American Essays in Food
Writing. Her work is Pushcart-nominated, and she has been published in the Washington Post, New
York Times, Rumpus, Catapult, Hippocampus, Atlas Obscura, Unearth Women, Panorama, Garnet
News, DAME, and others. A chapter was published as an essay in Longreads. As a woman in
science, an immigrant, and daughter of refugees, Ghosh’s work reflects her roots and her activism.
She works in oncology diagnostics and is a social justice activist. She’s also a frequent speaker at
global events on immigration, women in science, cancer diagnostics, and gender pay parity.
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THE DUKE: THE LIFE AND LIES OF
TOMMY MORRISON
Carlos Acevedo

• Hamilcar Publications|
• Sports Biographies|
• April 2022|

“A harrowing tragedy of Shakespearean
proportions, and a gripping read.”

–T.J. English, New York Times bestselling author of

Havana Nocturne

“Astonishing, hilarious, and disturbing … a
rollicking read in Acevedo’s deft hands.”
–Dave Hannigan, The Irish Times
…………..
The man who beat George Foreman
and costarred in ROCKY V was one of the most
controversial fighters of his era.
…………..

As an undefeated prospect with a crippling left
hook, Tommy Morrison attracted plenty of
attention (and criticism) from boxing insiders, but
it was his starring role in Rocky V that propelled
him to the brink of stardom–and ultimately lead
to his tragic downfall.
Handsome, eloquent, and powerful, Morrison
parlayed a thrilling ringstyle and a homespun personality into genuine celebrity status during the
1990s. But his brush with Hollywood fame triggered an insatiable appetite for parties, liquor, and
sex. When he was diagnosed with HIV in 1996, Morrison saw his life spiral out of control. His
descent into drugs, prison, and conspiracy theories made him headline material long after his glory
days inside the ring had ended, and it transformed his story of a small-town success into one of the
American Dream gone haywire.
Throughout his career, Morrison had shown a rebellious streak and a knack for excess that
sabotaged his talent; these same characteristics drove him to weave an alternate universe for
himself, one where HIV did not cause AIDs, bigamy was legal, and he could teleport from danger at
any moment. In The Duke, Carlos Acevedo traces Morrison’s tumultuous tale from his days as a
teenaged Toughman contestant, his rise in the heavyweight division after defeating George
Foreman, his struggles with HIV and depression, his farcical comeback in 2007, and his tragic death
at forty-four when his delusions finally caught up with him.
Carlos Acevedo, author of Sporting Blood: Tales From the Dark Side of Boxing is the founder of
The Cruelest Sport. His work has appeared in Inside HBO Boxing, Boxing News, Remezcla, Boxing
Digest, and Hannibal Boxing. His stories A Darkness Made to Order and A Ghost Orbiting Forever
both won first place awards from the BWAA. Acevedo is also a member of the International Boxing
Research Organization.
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Maggie Han/Chris Lin/Wendy King
Big Apple Agency

Poland
Martyna Kowalewska
Book/lab

France
Marleen Seegers/Chrys Armefti
2 Seas Literary Agency

Romania
Simona Kessler/Andreea Focsaneanu
Simona Kessler Agency

Germany
Annelie Geissler
Mohrbooks AG Literary Agency

Scandinavia
Marleen Seegers/Chrys Armefti
2 Seas Literary Agency

Greece
Evangelia Avloniti
Ersilia Literary Agency

Spain/Portugal
Teresa Vilarrubla/Júlia Garrigós
The Foreign Office

Hungary
Peter Bolza
Katai & Bolza Literary Agents

Turkey
Amy Marie Spangler/Özlem Öztemel
Anatolialit Agency

Israel
Geula Geurts
Deborah Harris Agency
Italy
Maura Solinas/Piergiorgio Nicolazzini
Piergiorgio Nicolazzini Literary Agency

UK
Anna Carmichael
Abner Stein Agency

Judy Klein
Kleinworks Agency

1450 Three Mile Creek Road
Stevensville, MT 59870 USA

JudyKlein@Kleinworks.com

JudyKlein@Kleinworks.com
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